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Diving



Explore more with full customization

EON STEEL

EON Steel combines advanced 
technology with a bright color 
screen and customizable features. 
With its heavy-duty housing and a 
stainless steel bezel this dive 
instrument is made to last many 
years of intense use. 

You don’t dive if you don’t trust your 
equipment. This device is made by 
divers for divers in Finland.
Compare it to other dive computers 
and you see that we created an 
exceptionally straight forward design 
to perfectly serve highest demands in 
tough conditions.

Suunto Oy



No compromise in design and function

EON STEEL - high-end dive instrument

Divers have the need of absolute 
safety when it comes to dive 
equipment that will be
life-depending.

The materials have been a big 
challenge for the Suunto engineers 
and the suppliers and specially for 
the designer like me.
The case material has an extremely 
high amount of glass fiber which 
needs special attentions for the 
developer and the stainless steel 
bezel needed new tools to 
manufature it the right way.



Outdoor athletics



The centerpiece of a new connected family

Ambit3 PEAK 

The 3rd generation of the 
best-selling GPS watch from Suunto.
Ambit Peak has an improved, still  
rugged design similar to its 
predecessor and Bluetooth Smart 
connectivity.

Leading the design for Ambit peak 
was not an easy task: an update of 
a successful watch needs to speak a 
new design language while keeping 
the previous models clearly in mind 
and visible for customers. It truly 
reflects its environment! Designed by 
an passionate outdoor athlete who 
knows what the users really need. 



A sleeker design for multisport use

Ambit3 SPORT 

The Ambit family has a distinctive 
watchface. By hiding the screws in 
the front, it becomes not only much 
more simpler and sleeker but adds 
another layer of personality to the 
product. 

The ability to add a ring on top of the 
steel bezel opens up a new world of 
possibilities for future customization 
of the Ambit family. 
On the ergonomic side I designed a 
new silicone strap that accompanies 
the Ambit2 white female strap but 
delivers now a superb comfort for 
male customers as well and fits 
bigger wrists.



The most stylish and comfortable Ambit without sacrifice of performance

Ambit2 S White - a juwel for the trail

A watch for outdoor athletes as 
elegant as a juwel and rugged 
as a SUV.

Suunto Ambit2 S White has been 
improved for the female running 
community while its style fits men 
as well.

We developed a new strap that 
needed hard plastic skeleton 
inserts to make the soft silicone work 
in all rough situations 
A real challenge for a designer, 
mechanical engineers and 
production as well. The result is a 
great teamwork of all divisions.



Product design lead and CMD project

Ambit2 S White - pro female users 
In 2012 it became evident that 
Suunto has many female 
customers, but the brand focussed 
mainly on male products. A 
research and design project was 
initiated and resulted in the first 
female focussed product of a series 
that will grow in the coming years.



New high-tech materials to achieve a pure appearance

Ambit2 S White - high-tech materials

To achieve the brightest white in 
plastics without getting dirty, we 
developed new material 
combinations.

The white color will stay white for 
years, unlike the competition.

To achieve the premium outlook in 
the aluminum top bezel, I developed 
with our suppliers a way to achieve a 
diamond cut appearance that is 
protected by a transparent layer to 
make it sweat and salt waterproof.



Lighter, sleeker and more 
comfortable to wear

Design lead and CMD
Ambit2 S - designed to fuel the passion for sports

Suunto Ambit2 S is the slimmer 
addition to the Ambit family. 
A smaller battery, new case and 
strap design make it a much sleeker 
device. Users notice instantly that it 
feels more comfortable on the wrist.

To improve an already fantastic 
product is a real challenge and starts 
with questioning even great design. 
The case is not only lighter, but due 
to the shape it is visually smaller and 
ergonomically improved that it 
became the choice of top athletes 
such as Kilian Jornet.



Ambit2 S - Design brief - moods and CMD 
Honest materials and textures
Inviting appearance
Sleek robustness
Streamlined simplicity
Bold colors



Lightweight outdoor sports watch
Design lead from sketch to production
Quest - keeps you on track, even when you’re off it

Suunto Quest is the new outdoor 
training watch that features a 
personal training plan to achieve 
personal targets. The screen content 
can be customized by using the 
Suunto online service 
MovesCount.com

Target for my design as chief 
designer was to make this watch look 
more rugged than the current 
training series, but still sporty and 
appealing for both genders. It can be 
worn everyday in the office and is 
credible for outdoor sports.



Quest - Design direction moodboards and CMD development



Household appliances



DC28 - inventing a new way to achieve highest dirt pick-up 

In the US, most households have very 
deep-pile carpets. Very long fabrics 
which are difficult to clean, even if you 
have strong suction power. To remove pet 
hair or sand is a real challenge. Dyson 
came up with the answer to this in the 
year 2007 and was awarded by several 
product review magazines.

The way to increase the vacuum cleaner 
to pick up more dirt is to dig deeper into 
the carpet. Using long bristles will only 
push the head upwards and adding more 
weight to the cleaner head is uncomfort-
able. See next page how this problem was 
solved.

Dyson Ltd. UK
New technology implementation



DC28 - Inventing the Dyson Air Muscle 
New technology implementation

DC28 uses a small device, the 
Air Muscle that uses the vacuum 
of the machine to retract this small 
cylinder-like group of parts. 
Attached to the cleanerhead it will 
pull this down into the carpet. 
DC28 has the highest pick up of 
upright vacuum cleaners.

My task was to bring the simple, yet 
genius idea into a working product. 
It took me over a year and more than  
100 prototypes to achieve this 
difficult challenge. The area around 
the cleanerhead was my design
responsibility as well. Completely new 
parts that didn’t exist like these were 
developed and new patents filed.



Utility vehicles,
Transportation



Bombardier Transportation
Internship for 6 months

Bombardier is the world leading 
manufacturer of innovative 
transportation solutions, from 
regional aircraft and business jets to 
rail transportation equipment. 

As part of the Bombardier design 
team I was able to have full hands-on 
design since the team is small and 
versatile. 
I modeled interior parts for 
presentations, chose CMD materials 
for trains in production and 
developed own parts for the new 
cockpit that was shown in Munich at 
Siemens and Alstom headquarters in 
Paris 2003.



Diploma project



Final project in cooperation with the Finnish company Ponsse Oy

Diploma project
A new harvester concept for Ponsse Oy

The diploma and project was done 
as a two person team in cooperation 
with Ponsse Oy Finland. 
My area of responsibility covered 
the exterior of the product while Dirk 
Kochale worked out new interior 
concepts.
Presentations were held in Vieremä 
(Finland) as well as in Hanover 
(Germany).

Ponsse is one of the leading 
companies in the world for 
developing innovative forest 
machines. 



Mia Seeger design award 2005
Diploma project



concept sketches
Diploma project



1:1 print and presentation model
Diploma projectUniversity project 



Ponsse launched a new harvester in 2013. Possibly inspired by our diploma project.

Ponsse Scorpion 
A new harvester



An award winning concept to mix compost 

University project
Project in cooperation with UK-Muovi Oy Finland

The focus was to create a new 
product for UK-Muovi Oy to expand 
their product range in plastics.
Stirwell won the first prize in the iF 
concept award 2004 and the first 
prize at the James Dyson award 
followed by a direct job offer from 
Dyson UK.

This project was done in my 
exchange term at the Lahti 
Polytechnic of Design 2002. 
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